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Americans for Financial Reform (“AFR”) appreciates this opportunity to respond to the request
for comments by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve, and the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency (“the Agencies”) on their proposed rule for the Liquidity
Coverage Ratio (“Proposed Rule”). AFR is a coalition of over 250 national, state, and local
groups who have come together to advocate for reform of the financial industry. Members of
AFR include consumer, civil rights, investor, retiree, community, labor, faith based, and business
groups.
Liquidity requirements are a vital element of risk regulation. Liquidity spirals – or funding runs –
are the most direct cause of bank failure and were the key failure mechanism for both institutions
and broader markets in the 2008 crisis.1 They are also a key complement to capital standards. In
theory a well capitalized bank, even one engaged in significant amounts of maturity
transformation, should be able to find funding even without a liquidity reserve. But in practice
the opaque nature of bank balance sheets and the difficulty of asset valuation in periods of
market stress mean that unless capital levels are extremely high counterparties will find it
difficult to be certain of bank solvency in crisis periods. In contrast, a bank’s ability to meet its
payment obligations is highly visible and immediately salient for counterparties. Ensuring
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adequate liquidity is thus vital for financial stability. Liquidity reserve requirements also help to
counterbalance any incentive toward risk arbitrage that could emerge from a high leverage ratio
alone.
AFR thus strongly supports the Agencies moving forward with the liquidity coverage ratio
(LCR) proposed here. We are particularly supportive of the decision to make the U.S. LCR
stronger in several important ways than the LCR proposed under the international Basel rules.
The Agencies should not be deterred from this decision by arguments from the financial industry
that there is a shortage of available liquid assets. The liquidity demands of this proposal are very
small compared to the $48 trillion global supply of high quality liquid assets, which is far greater
than the demand generated not only new global liquidity rules but additional collateral demands
from derivatives regulation as well.2 Furthermore, any concerns regarding liquid asset supply
could be addressed by permitting financial institutions to pay the Federal Reserve an up-front fee
for a committed liquidity line, as has been done by the central bank in Australia.3
However, the 30-day LCR in this proposal can only be one element in a broader strategy to
address liquidity issues in the financial system. The 30 day LCR is short-term and relies on a
standardized stress test for liquidity demands that may not reflect specific bank exposures in a
crisis situation. It also focuses on the individual institution and does not address some ways in
which systemic liquidity stress can be created by large matched book dealers. We are encouraged
that the Federal Reserve has stated that there are other liquidity-related rules under consideration
such as the Net Stable Funding Ratio and rules addressing leverage in short-term funding
markets. We urge the agencies to move ahead with strong rules in these areas as well.
Below, we specify several strengths of the proposed LCR that should be maintained in the Final
Rule. We also specify several areas in which the proposed LCR appears weak and should be
strengthened in the Final Rule, or where we feel the Agencies should consider additional issues
for the Final Rule.
Strengths of the Proposed Rule
The Agencies have correctly chosen to strengthen the rule in several ways compared to the Basel
LCR put forward by international regulators. Most importantly, the proposed U.S. LCR is based
on the highest level of liquidity demands on any single day of a 30-day period (the ‘largest net
cumulative cash outflow day’), rather than the net liquidity shortfall over the entire 30 day
period. This means that liquidity demands must be managed over the entire period and prevents
reliance on inflows over one part of the 30-day period to counterbalance outflows in another part.
The experience of the2008 crisis shows that the great majority of a bank’s liquidity pool can run
off within just a few days. For example, Bear Stearns liquidity pool went from a fully
provisioned $18 billion to just $2 billion between the 10th and the 13th of March, 2008.4 Later in
Committee on the Global Financial System, “Asset Encumbrance, Financial Reform, and the Demand for
Collateral Assets”, CGFS Papers No. 49, Bank for International Settlements, May, 2013.
3 Stein, Jeremy, “Liquidity Regulation and Central Banking”, Speech at the ‘Finding The Right Balance’ 2013
Symposium Sponsored By the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, April 19. 2013.
4 Cox, Christopher, “Letter to Basel Committee Re Sound Practices for Managing Liquidity In Banking
Organizations”, Securities and Exchange Commission, March 20, 2008.
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the year, Lehman Brothers and other major banks experienced similar rapid collapses in
liquidity. It is therefore vital to require that banks provision for peak liquidity demands. We
strongly support this element of the rule.
Another important way in which this proposal is strengthened compared to the Basel proposal is
the more restricted list of assets which qualify for inclusion in the liquidity reserve. The
categorical exclusion of covered bonds and all instruments issued by regulated financial
companies (banks, insurance companies, and broker-dealers) or similar entities is a very positive
step. As the Agencies correctly note, such assets are subject to wrong-way risk (they are likely to
lose value at precisely the moment banks come under stress). The Basel LCR permits some
assets issued by financial entities to qualify as Level II assets; the Agencies were correct to reject
this. Another positive element of the U.S. rule as compared to the Basel Rule is the exclusion of
securitizations such as mortgage backed securities from Level II liquid assets.
The proposal also reflects a thoughtful analysis of potential funding issues in several areas. Some
of the especially important ones are:
Prime Brokerage: During the financial crisis, prime brokerage funding proved some of the most
vulnerable type of funding to runs. For example, Morgan Stanley lost almost half of its total
liquidity reserves in just ten days in September 2008, and two-thirds of this liquidity runoff was
due to losses in prime brokerage funding.5 The Agencies correctly classify prime brokerage
funds as unsecured wholesale funds with a 100% runoff rate, rather than as operational deposits
with a lower runoff rate. The 100% runoff rate for prime brokerage funds must be preserved in
the final rule. In the next section we also call for the Agencies to specify a broad definition of
prime brokerage services to ensure that this restriction is not arbitraged.
Encumbered Funds: The Agencies correctly require that all resources in the liquidity reserve be
unencumbered. Famously, some 95 percent of resources in what Lehman Brothers advertised to
investors as its ‘liquidity pool’ were encumbered in some way and thus not readily monetizable.6
Unless the requirement that resources be unencumbered is fully maintained and strictly enforced,
the LCR rule will not be effective in creating a functional liquidity buffer. While the requirement
in the Proposed Rule is clearly stated it remains very broad. Agencies should specify that, for
example, all borrowed assets are treated as encumbered.
Collateral Outflows and Valuation Changes: Margin calls triggered by ratings downgrades or
other changes in market perception of a company’s financial condition can be a major source of
liquidity shocks. The Agencies correctly require that banks count possible collateral outflows
due to changes in financial condition as part of the stressed liquidity scenario. The Agencies also
require a 20 percent provision for changes in collateral value due to market stress. These are both
very valuable components of the Proposed Rule and should not be weakened.
The above do not exhaust the strengths of the Proposed Rule – the careful attention to the
operational issues involved in monetizing the liquidity reserve, including the accessibility of
See p. 7, Duffie, Darrell, “Liquidity And Stress Testing”, Presentation at the Financial Advisory Round Table,
Federal Reserve Bank of NY, June 8, 2012.
6 Valukas report
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liquidity resources in foreign affiliates, is also worthy of note – but they represent several key
areas where it is important that strengths in the Proposed Rule be maintained in the final rule.
Weaknesses of the Proposed Rule And Issues Calling for Further Examination
The Agencies have chosen to follow the lead of the Basel Committee in permitting a significant
minority of the liquidity reserve to be held in the form of assets that are not cash reserves with
the central bank or direct sovereign obligations. This is apparently due to the concern that there
may be a shortage of high quality liquid assets. As discussed in the introduction, this concern
does not seem valid given the global supply of liquid assets and the ability to provide additional
fee-based liquidity.
The reliance for liquidity purposes on a wider range of assets raises many complex issues around
the reliability of asset values during a crisis. The Agencies do provide a thoughtful discussion of
the issues here, and correctly require that non-cash liquid assets be simple, standardized,
transparent, and where possible exchange-traded. The rule also requires significant haircuts on
corporate debt and equities. However, these complexities could be avoided by simply increasing
the reliance on cash reserves or U.S. Treasuries.
A related and important issue here is the blanket inclusion of all sovereign obligations with a
zero capital risk weight in Level 1 liquid assets. Due to the very broad range of sovereign debt
receiving a zero risk weight under the Basel Rules, this list is likely to include many sovereign
entities whose commitments could pose credit, liquidity, or exchange rate risk. The Agencies
make note of an additional requirement to demonstrate that the value of sovereign debt has not
fluctuated significantly in past stress periods, but past periods may not reflect potential future
threats. The Agencies should reexamine this issue.
However, if the Agencies do decide to continue the reliance on such instruments as corporate
debt, equities, and a very broad range of sovereign obligations in the Final Rule, they should
reconsider the blanket exclusion of all municipal debt and obligations from the liquidity buffer.
It is clear that from a pure credit risk perspective, many municipal obligations hold value better
than corporate debt, certainly equities, and possibly some foreign sovereign obligations that are
exposed to exchange rate risk. The Agencies correctly note that there are potential liquidity
issues with municipal debt. However, such liquidity issues would not impact all municipal
obligations equally. It seems highly likely that there is a subset of municipal debt – for example,
simple general obligation bonds from recognized issuers – which has comparable liquidity the
investment grade corporate debt permitted under this proposal. The Agencies should reexamine
this issue.
There are also several issues in the outflow and inflow rates assumed under this proposal:
Outflow rates for liquidity facilities: The proposal assumes a 30 percent outflow rate for
committed liquidity facilities to non-financial companies, and a 50 percent outflow rate for
committed liquidity facilities for depository institutions. Most of these committed liquidity
facilities are likely to be for commercial paper issuance. It seems highly unlikely that either nonfinancial companies or depository institutions will be able to turn over 50 to 70 percent of their

commercial paper funding during a financial crisis. During the 2008 crisis, commercial paper
markets came under severe strain even though there was massive liquidity support provided
through Federal Reserve facilities. Other instruments dependent on liquidity facilities, such as
Auction Rate Securities, also collapsed. These outflow rates should be raised significantly,
possibly to the 100 percent level for committed liquidity facilities for non-depository financial
institutions.
Outflow rates for derivatives commitments: The Proposed Rule specifies outflow rates for
derivatives commitments as the sum of collateral and payments due over the next 30 days, with
netting permitted in cases where there is a qualified master netting agreement. Derivatives
valuations will obviously depend on projected valuation changes over the 30 day period, and the
Agencies note that these should be calculated in accordance with ‘existing valuation
methodologies’. However, there is no mention of any calculation of derivatives outflow rates
under stressed conditions. Agencies should require derivatives outflow rates to be calculated
under a stressed scenario, including the possibility of some rehypothecation of previously netted
transactions. Such unexpected rehypothecation was a major source of stress during the financial
crisis.7
Cash inflows and income stresses: It is unclear how the Proposed Rule treats fee income under
cash inflows. Unless fee income is included under wholesale payments, there appears to be no
provision for or discussion of the possibility that fee income will greatly decline during a
situation of market stress. It seems likely that any fee income that is directly tied to either the
volume of market transactions or the level of asset valuations will come under significant
pressure during a market stress period. This should be reflected in the inflow assumptions.
Prime brokerage definition: As discussed above, the Agencies correctly assume a 100%
outflow rate for prime brokerage funding. We believe this is entirely appropriate and should be
maintained. However, the similarity of prime brokerage funding to some types of operational
funding raise some issues around the definition of and possible relabeling of prime brokerage
transactions. The Agencies should give a broad definition of prime brokerage in the final rule, to
include bundled master account services provided for professional investment entities. Such
entities should include professional investment services performed for non-bank and non-dealer
companies, such as insurance companies and sophisticated corporate treasury functions that
invest to maximize return.
Membership in Clearing Houses: As a member of a clearing house, a bank may be called upon
to make a sudden and significant default fund contribution due to the failure of another clearing
member. While this is reflected to some degree in capital requirements, given the importance of
the issue to the financial system, the Agencies should carefully consider whether it should be
reflected in liquidity reserves.
The LCR also raises several broader issues related to liquidity risk and financial regulation.
Some of these issues may be more fully addressed in other rules, but we will mention them
quickly here.
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Timing of liquidity demands: This Proposed Rule is obviously vulnerable to arbitrage through
products that keep liquidity demands just outside of the 30 day liquidity window (for example, a
repo with a term greater than 30 days that is regularly rolled over 31 days prior to becoming due,
or a deposit with a 31 day call option). The Net Stable Funding Ratio should address these
issues, so they may be temporary. There is also some value to extending liquidity demands
beyond the 30 day window. However, supervisors should be attentive to the possibility that
excessive liquidity demands build up just outside the 30 day window.
Liquidity and counter-cyclical prudential regulation: Liquidity requirements have a more
direct impact on lending capacity than capital requirements do, as they require banks to maintain
a reserve of highly liquid non-loan assets, while capital requirements simply affect liabilities and
have no direct effect on asset composition. However, precisely for this reason liquidity
regulations may be a more effective counter-cyclical tool than capital regulation. This Proposed
Rule already includes some counter-cyclical component, as it correctly permits banks to draw
down liquidity reserves during stressed periods. But the Agencies should consider making
greater use of the counter-cyclical potential of liquidity regulation by permitting liquidity
requirements to be adjusted upward during periods where markets are overheated, similarly to
the counter-cyclical capital requirements under Basel. This mechanism could work either
through the LCR or one of the other liquidity-related rules under consideration.
Finally, we wish to make a comment regarding the cost-benefit discussion beginning on CFR
71853 of the Proposed Rule. This discussion appears to count as a social cost the small amount
of lost yield to banks due to the holding of additional high quality liquid assets instead of riskier
and less liquid assets. However, this lost yield would primarily be a private cost to the bank, not
a social cost. The riskier assets do not disappear from the financial system, they move outside of
the banking sector. Their returns will continue to be earned there (and should in fact be higher
since banks will not be bidding for them). A cost benefit analysis should be a general equilibrium
analysis that counts social costs only and offsets transfers between private parties (unless equity
concerns come into play). The confusion of private and social costs has been common in
discussions of financial regulation but the Agencies should avoid it.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Proposed Rule. Should you have any
questions, please contact Marcus Stanley, AFR’s Policy Director, at 202-466-3672 or
marcus@ourfinancialsecurity.org.
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accountable, fair and secure financial system. Not all of these organizations work on all of the
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Coalition on Homeless Housing in Ohio
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Rural Organizing Project OR
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Seattle Economic Development Fund
Community Capital Development
TexPIRG
The Fair Housing Council of Central New York
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